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TAKE CONTROL OF GUEST
SATISFACTION
In the age of social media, guest satisfaction
surveys (GSS) represent a critical way to solicit direct
feedback from guests and evaluate guest sentiment.
By using survey feedback to guide improvements,
hotels can prevent negative reviews, increase guest
loyalty and attract new guests.
While many hotels send out guest surveys today, few
employ them to their best potential. At a time when
consumers are bombarded with survey requests, a
well-designed survey will generate higher completion
rates and more valuable insights than the generic,
one-size-fits-all surveys that most hotels send out.
Whether you are using guest surveys now and
want to improve results or are just starting to test the
waters, in this guide we’ll explain the key terms and
metrics and show you how to design winning
surveys, respond effectively, and take advantage of
advanced survey tools and features.
Take Control of Guest Satisfaction
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WHY GUEST SURVEYS ARE ESSENTIAL
These days, hotels receive feedback from guests
through a variety of channels—in person, by email,
on social media, through messaging channels, and
by online reviews and guest satisfaction surveys.
While there is no shortage of feedback available to
hotels, the real challenge lies in finding ways to
collect, store, organize, analyze, prioritize, act,
respond to and benchmark guest feedback in an
efficient and effective manner.

Why Guest Surveys Are Essential

While negative feedback isn’t always easy to
hear, wise hoteliers understand that all types
of feedback help them to:
•

Create dialogue and build relationships
with guests

•

Understand guests’ likes and dislikes

•

Prioritize areas that need improvement

•

Identify areas of strength

•

Outperform competitors

•

Earn loyalty and advocacy

•

Drive revenue and direct bookings
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ONLINE REVIEWS VS. GUEST
SATISFACTION SURVEYS
In the past, hotels used printed comment cards to
solicit guest feedback. In the late 1990s, email
surveys began to replace comment cards. Then, in
the 2000s, the explosive popularity of online reviews
threatened to make guest surveys obsolete. Yet today
both reviews and surveys are broadly used by hotels
to measure guest satisfaction. Why? Because each
type of feedback produces different results.

Why Guest Surveys Are Essential
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Direct vs. Indirect Feedback. When travelers
post to a review site, their primary audience is other
travelers. With surveys, the feedback is directed to
hotel management and delivered on a private
channel. So, the focus and even the tone of the
feedback tends to vary between the two types.
Public vs. Private Feedback. Because reviews
are shared publicly, they can help a hotel attract
travelers—or, if reviews are bad, act as a deterrent.
Surveys, on the other hand, have no marketing value
because they are shared privately. Yet surveys provide
opportunities for hotels to resolve guest complaints
in private, a luxury not afforded by reviews.

Why Guest Surveys Are Essential

Solicited vs. Unsolicited Feedback. Online reviews
can be either solicited (requested by the hotel) or
unsolicited (posted without prompting from the
hotel), whereas all guest surveys are solicited.
Verified vs. Unverified Feedback. Some review
sources, including TripAdvisor and Google, do not
require proof that a reviewer was a guest of the
hotel. Others, such as OTA sites, only post reviews
from verified guests. Some sites also allow reviewers
to conceal their identity. Guest surveys, on the other
hand, are sent only to verified guests whose identity
can be confirmed from their guest profile.
Given these differences, to acquire a comprehensive
view of guest satisfaction hotels need to collect,
measure and act on both types of feedback.
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ANALYZE FEEDBACK AND TAKE ACTION
In addition to collecting feedback, a strategic
approach to guest feedback management
includes the following activities:
• Identify goals and key performance
indicators
• Implement strategies to reach objectives

• Share feedback with staff
o

Use it as a learning tool

o

Recognize the positive

o

Share negative feedback constructively

o

Coach and correct behavior

• Monitor and analyze performance
• Distinguish between patterns and
one-time occurrences
• Resolve issues with appropriate changes
in policy and/or procedures.

Why Guest Surveys Are Essential
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GSS TERMS DEMYSTIFIED
The hotel industry loves to use jargon and acronyms,
and the field of guest satisfaction surveys is no exception. To help, here’s a short glossary of popular terms.
GUEST SATISFACTION SURVEYS (GSS)
Questionnaires sent to hotel guests to evaluate their
experience. They can be sent by email or text during
or after the stay. Surveys can be as simple as one
question or as detailed as a series of questions about
various aspects of the guest’s stay.
ECR (EMAIL COLLECTION RATE)
A metric for evaluating how effective a hotel is at
collecting guest email addresses. It is calculated by
dividing the total number of valid emails a hotel
obtains by the total number of checkouts, then
multiplying by 100 for the percentage. It’s a good
idea to set ECR objectives, share them with staff,
and monitor performance over time.
GSS Terms Demystified

GUEST LIST
To send an email survey, you need to create a guest
list with relevant data from your PMS or CRM such
as guest names, email addresses and check-out
dates. The more PMS fields you include, the more
detailed the analysis of the survey results can be.
For example, if you include room numbers you can
measure guest satisfaction by room number.
DELIVERY RATE
The percentage of sent survey emails that reach
recipient inboxes. If your delivery rate is low, review
your email collection and database entry procedures
with staff to improve accuracy.
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OPEN RATE
The percentage of emails that reach recipient
inboxes and are opened. If your open rate is low,
you may need to review the wording in your email
subject line.

questions that allow freeform commentary. An
example of a structured question is, “On a scale of 1
to 5, how would you rate our service?” A follow-up
unstructured question would be, “Please explain why.”

SURVEY CONVERSION RATE
The percentage of guests who receive a hotel’s
survey and respond to it. It is calculated by dividing
the number of completed responses by the number
of surveys successfully delivered to guests and
multiplying by 100.
STRUCTURED VS. UNSTRUCTURED CONTENT
Structured content refers to answers to “closed”
survey questions that require the respondent to
provide a rating or choose from a list of predefined
answers. Unstructured content refers to “open”
GSS Terms Demystified
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QUANTITATIVE VS. QUALITATIVE DATA

RATING SCALE

Quantitative data refers to structured data that can be
measured numerically, typically in the form of
survey ratings or scores. Qualitative data is
unstructured data, usually expressed as views and
opinions in survey comments. To get a full picture of
guest feedback, survey questions should solicit both
qualitative and quantitative feedback.

A feature in a survey question that requires the guest
to assign a value to the department or attribute they
are being asked to evaluate. Three common types
of rating scales are numeric, graphic and descriptive.
There are different schools of thought on whether
a rating scale should have an odd or even number.
With an odd rating scale such as 1 to 5, respondents
can select 3 as a neutral option. With an even rating scale, there is no middle point, forcing guests to
choose a negative or positive option.

QUESTION LOGIC
A survey technique in which additional questions are
hidden or displayed depending on the guest’s
response to a question. For example, if a guest gives
a rating of 3 out of 5 or lower for the hotel restaurant,
a follow-up question is triggered to solicit details. Or,
if the guest indicates that they did not use the
restaurant, the survey skips to the next section.

GSS Terms Demystified
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LIKERT SCALE

SENTIMENT ANALYSIS

A rating scale used to measure the attitudes and
opinions of customers. Rather than give a simple yes
or no answer, respondents are asked to indicate their
level of agreement or disagreement with a statement
based on a range of categories such as “strongly
disagree” to “strongly agree”. Alternative scales can
measure levels of satisfaction, frequency, importance
or likelihood.

The process of breaking down review or survey
comments into mentions of key concepts and
related concepts. The sentiment of each mention is
analyzed and classified as either positive or negative,
helping hotels to quantify how guests feel about
different aspects of the guest experience.

OVERALL SATISFACTION SCORE
A measure of guest satisfaction derived from a survey
question asking guests to rate the establishment
overall. For example, “On a scale of 1 to 5, how would
you rate your overall experience at the hotel?” Note
that the overall satisfaction score is not an average of
ratings from individual survey questions.

GSS Terms Demystified
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MANAGEMENT RESPONSE RATE

TOPBOX

The percentage of completed surveys that receive
a response from the hotel. Typically, hotels strive to
achieve a higher response rate to negative surveys
than to positive surveys. Hoteliers should establish
their desired response rate and monitor
performance over time.

A metric used to understand levels of excellence. It
is the sum of responses that give the top one or two
highest points on a rating question. For example, if
a hotel asks guests, “On a scale of 1-10, how would
rate your satisfaction with your bedroom?”, staff may
be particularly interested in how many guests give a
score of 9 or 10.

AVERAGE RESPONSE TIME
A measure of how long it takes a hotel to reply to
guests after receiving a completed survey. This
metric is often measured in hours. If your rate can be
measured in multiple days—or worse, weeks—you
need to find ways to respond more quickly.

An example of TopBox metrics from ReviewPro’s GSS Solution
GSS Terms Demystified
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CHECK IN WITH GUESTS DURING
THEIR STAY
While post-stay surveys provide valuable insights, the
feedback is received after the guest has checked out,
and often it’s too late to fix things for that guest. To
identify and resolve issues while guests are still on
property, many hotels send in-stay surveys.
IN-STAY SURVEY DESIGN
In-stay surveys are usually short, containing a maximum of three questions and sometimes just one.
The chosen delivery method and timing can vary.
A survey can be sent by text immediately following
check-in, by email on the second night of the stay,
or by pop-up message when guests log in to the
hotel Wi-Fi.

Examples of in-stay survey questions include:
• How would you rate your stay so far?
• How likely would you be to recommend
this hotel to a friend or colleague?
• What can we do to make your stay better?

As with post-stay surveys, in-stay surveys should be
optimized for mobile devices because guests may
not have access to a computer while traveling.

Check in with Guests During their Stay
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SERVICE RECOVERY
KEY REASONS TO IMPLEMENT AN
IN-STAY SURVEY
By checking in with guests while they are still
on property, you can:
• Detect issues before they turn into
negative experiences
• Receive feedback from guests who may
prefer not to complain in person
• Identify areas for improvement that may
not show up in a post-stay survey or
online review

Essential to the success of in-stay surveys is
follow-up—ensuring that you have the systems and
processes in place to monitor responses and respond
promptly to guest concerns.
A global study of 177 hotels from ReviewPro found
that hotel guests who reported a problem by in-stay
survey and had it fixed while they were still onsite
gave 12.25% higher ratings in post-stay surveys than
guests who reported a problem that was not fixed.
With operations tools like ReviewPro’s Auto Case
Management, hotels can set automated notifications
to staff members based on survey responses to
ensure the prompt resolution of guest issues.

• Prevent negative reviews

Check in with Guests During their Stay
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14 WAYS TO CREATE WINNING SURVEYS
Nowadays, consumers are inundated with requests
to complete surveys. How can you overcome
“survey fatigue” and ensure that yours stands out
from the crowd?
The design of your survey will have a direct impact
on not only open rates and completion rates but
also the quantity and quality of guest feedback you
receive.

Here are some helpful tips for designing effective
guest surveys.
1. Set Objectives
At the outset, identify the key objectives of your
survey. For example, are you looking for deep
insights or is a high completion rate more
important? If you’re looking for deep insights,
you may have to ask more questions and accept
a lower response rate. If a high response rate
is more important, you may have to sacrifice
breadth and depth of feedback for brevity.
2. Focus on Key Areas
Keep surveys short and relevant to each guest.
Rather than overwhelm every guest with dozens
of questions covering every aspect of their stay,
decide which feedback will be most helpful.
Before asking questions about a facility or
service, ask the guest if they used it. If not, skip

14 Ways to Create Winning Surveys
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to the next section. If yes, ask for details. For
example, rather than ask five questions about
check-in, start with one about the overall
check-in experience. If the rating is low, prompt
more questions to probe further.
3. Use Rating Scales
Instead of asking yes-or-no questions, use a
rating scale to acquire a broader range of
ratings and to quantify attitudes toward a service
or attribute. When analyzing results, calculate
the percentage of respondents who selected
each option or allocate a numerical score to
each option and track the overall score.
4. Craft an Appealing Subject Line
Your email subject heading may make the
difference between a guest opening or deleting
your message. Use a short phrase that captures
the recipient’s attention, establishes your
14 Ways to Create Winning Surveys

relationship, and is clear about the purpose. For
example, “Tell us about your recent stay”, “Help
us improve by completing a short survey,” or “At
(Hotel Name), your opinion counts.”
5. Avoid Spam Blockers
To prevent invitations from going directly to the
spam box, avoid text that can trigger spam filters
such as all caps, exclamation points, currency
signs, and words like free, win, prize and money.
Comply with local spam laws. As a best practice,
include a valid “Reply to” e-mail address, your
hotel’s address and an opt-out link. Also, note
that emails that originate from the hotel domain
name (vs. the survey provider’s) are more likely
to be opened.
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6. Shorter Is Sweeter
Keep the body text of the survey invitation short
and concise, with minimal text. Address the
guest by name, explain that their feedback is
important to you, and say how long the survey
will take. (For example, “just a few minutes.”)
Research shows that the shorter the survey, the
higher the response rate.

8. Make It Personal
Emails with the guest’s name in the subject line
are more often opened; you can configure this
with your survey provider. Personalize the
invitation from the general manager or another
senior manager. Include the sender’s telephone
number, email address and, for extra
personalization, photo.

7. Focus on Survey Conversion, not Selling
Add your logo and a prominent call-to-action
such as “Take survey now,” but don’t make the
invitation look like a marketing promotion or
confuse the message with multiple calls-toaction. Avoid adding additional links as this can
lead guests away from the survey.

14 Ways to Create Winning Surveys
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9. Mind your Language
Guest surveys can be configured to detect the
language of the guest through integration with
your PMS. Be aware, however, that surveys sent
in foreign languages will receive responses in
the same language. Even if your provider has a
translation tool, if staff don’t have the linguistic
skills to reply it may be better to stick to your
native language.
10. Think Mobile
Don’t assume that guests will complete the
survey on a desktop computer. According to
ReviewPro research, an average of 40% of
surveys are answered on mobile devices. As
mobile device usage climbs, this number will
only increase. Your survey should look good and
work well on all types of devices in both portrait
and landscape format.

14 Ways to Create Winning Surveys

11. Build Review Volume
Guest surveys can be a significant generator of
online reviews. Take advantage of ReviewPro’s
partnerships with Google, TripAdvisor and
HolidayCheck by including a prompt or form in
surveys to post a review.
12. Understand Segments
A good survey tool will allow you to send
targeted surveys with tailored questions to
specific segments of guests. This may include
conference attendees, group organizers, loyalty
club members, or users of facilities such as your
spa or golf course. With in-stay surveys you can
check in with these segments while they’re still
in-house.
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13. Be Right on Time
Send post-stay surveys within one to three days
after checkout, while the stay is still fresh in the
guest’s mind.
14. Don’t Forget to Follow Up
Have a management response strategy in place
to ensure that both positive and negative survey
comments receive a reply from management.
For example, a typical goal might be to respond
to 100% of negative comments and 50% of
positive comments.
Use ReviewPro’s reporting tools to keep a close eye
on completion rates. Tailor your surveys based on the
features that generate the highest completion rates
and the most valuable feedback.

14 Ways to Create Winning Surveys
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GET NET PROMOTER SCORE®
WORKING FOR YOU
One of the most valuable guest survey metrics is
Net Promoter Score®, or NPS®. The Net Promoter
System® was developed several years ago by a
group of researchers led by Fred Reichheld, Bain &
Company and Satmetrix Systems.
THE ULTIMATE QUESTION
NPS is derived from a survey question known as The
Ultimate Question: “On a scale from zero to 10, how
likely is it that you would recommend us to a friend
or colleague?”
NPS is considered a strong indicator of loyalty
because customers are asked if they’re willing to put
their own reputation on the line.

Get Net Promoter Score® Working for You
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Respondents are grouped as follows:
• Promoters (score 9-10) are loyal
enthusiasts who will keep buying and
will refer others, fueling growth.
• Passives (score 7-8) are satisfied but
unenthusiastic customers who are
vulnerable to competitive offerings.
• Detractors (score 0-6) are unhappy
customers who can damage a brand
and impede growth through negative
word-of-mouth.

Get Net Promoter Score® Working for You
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CALCULATING NPS
A company’s Net Promoter Score is calculated by
taking the percentage of total promoters and
subtracting the percentage of total detractors.
Passives aren’t included in the calculation because
they are considered neutral. Scores can range from
a low of -100 (if every customer is a detractor) to a
high of +100 (if every customer is a promoter).

In 2017, ReviewPro conducted an analysis of three,
four and five-star hotels and discovered significant
variances in NPS scores by region. See the results in
the table pictured here. The study also found a strong
positive correlation between Net Promoter Score and
the Global Review Index™ (GRI).
Region

Average NPS Score

BENCHMARKING NET PROMOTER SCORE

Central & Southern Europe

42.84

What is considered to be a good Net Promoter
Score? According to Satmetrix, the average score for
hotels is 39. Because survey results are private, it’s
difficult for hotels to benchmark NPS with other
hotels. However, ReviewPro clients have the option
to share NPS scores with competitors. For details, see
the final section of this guide.

Eastern Europe & Russia

55.46

Middle East, Turkey & Africa

43.92

Nordics

26.25

UK, Ireland & Western Europe

30.79

Get Net Promoter Score® Working for You

Source: ReviewPro Hotel Survey, 2017
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6 TIPS FOR IMPROVING NPS SCORES (AND OTHER
GUEST SATISFACTION METRICS)
1. Take a Holistic Approach
Since all guest satisfaction metrics are
interdependent, you don’t need a separate
strategy for NPS®. Incorporate NPS® scores into
your overall strategy, and your efforts will lead to
improvements across the board: NPS® scores,
other survey scores and online reviews.
2. Set Clear, Achievable Objectives
Work with your team to establish an NPS® target
and a timeline for achieving it. Break down
targets into short-term objectives such as
monthly or quarterly periods that gradually lead
to the achievement of longer-term objectives.

Get Net Promoter Score® Working for You

3. Get the Whole Team Involved
Every staff member plays a role in building guest
satisfaction. Share objectives with the whole
team and keep them informed of your progress
over time. Build teamwork and pride by
celebrating milestone achievements. Consider
tying NPS® scores to management bonuses.
4. Crunch the Numbers
Look for correlations between NPS® scores and
review scores, departmental ratings, guest
complaints, stay frequency and other relevant
metrics. This will help you determine where to
focus your efforts.
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5. Reduce the Number of Detractors
Ensure that staff are alert to signs of trouble on
property and take quick action to resolve issues.
Close the loop by following up on guest
concerns promptly and work hard to turn
potential detractors into advocates.
6. Respond Promptly
Appease disappointed guests and prevent bad
reviews by responding quickly and thoroughly
to complaints and poor ratings in guest surveys.
And don’t forget to thank your promoters.

Get Net Promoter Score® Working for You
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WRITE EFFECTIVE SURVEY RESPONSES
By sending thoughtful, personalized responses to
guest surveys, you open up dialogue with guests,
build trust and loyalty, and can generate more direct
bookings.
Some hotels have a policy of responding to all
surveys—a wonderful gesture that shows every guest
you appreciate their feedback. However, if your
resources are limited, you’ll need to decide which
reviews are a priority. In any case, it’s important to
establish a policy and guidelines and to keep your
objectives in mind.
“When responding to a review, we communicate
publicly to an entire community of potential guests,”
explains Silvia Battistella, Online Reputation
Manager at Barceló Hotel Group. “We respond to
reviews to increase our sales. When we respond to a
survey, the guest is already a customer, so we want
to build loyalty.”
Write Effective Survey Responses
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GUIDELINES FOR RESPONDING TO SURVEYS
Every property or brand may take a different
approach to responding, but here are some
general guidelines and best practices to
consider:
• Strive to respond to all or most surveys,
even if it’s just to acknowledge receipt
and thank the guest for completing the
survey. Prioritize feedback that calls for
an apology or an explanation.
• Respond quickly, ideally within 48 hours,
especially if the survey contains negative
feedback. This will help prevent negative
reviews.

Write Effective Survey Responses

• Personalize the response with the guest’s
name and sign it from the general
manager or another senior manager to
show how seriously your hotel takes
guest feedback. Include the manager’s
name, title and contact information.
• Be brief. Thank the guest for the
feedback, speak to the specifics, offer a
short explanation or sincere apology if
appropriate, and say how you are
following up.
• If feedback is mixed, acknowledge the
positive first and then the negative.
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• Maintain a courteous, professional tone
that demonstrates openness to
feedback and a desire to improve.
Never sound defensive; if you’re angry,
take some time to calm down. Proofread
responses carefully for grammar, spelling
and tone.

• Assess the effectiveness of your
responses. Some hotel companies
implement a rating system to evaluate
response quality and ensure standards are
maintained. ReviewPro clients can include
a question in survey responses asking the
guest if they found the response helpful.

• Use templates to save time and ensure
consistency, but be sure to personalize
each response and, as appropriate,
address specific comments and ratings.
• Make responding to in-stay surveys the
top priority. A quick telephone call to the
guest is usually the fastest and most
effective way to resolve issues.

Write Effective Survey Responses
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CASE STUDY: HOW HD HOTELS OPTIMIZED
SURVEYS TO BOOST GUEST SATISFACTION
A group of four family-friendly properties in the
Canary Islands, HD Hotels & Resorts recognizes the
critical role guest surveys and online reviews play in
driving guest satisfaction and revenue.
The company subscribes to ReviewPro’s Online
Reputation Management (ORM) and Guest
Satisfaction Survey (GSS) solutions in order to
gather guest intelligence, maintain high standards,
and stay competitive.
As part of our customer support strategy,
ReviewPro contacts clients periodically to offer a
check-up. In December 2017, one of our customer
success coaches, Isabel, got in touch with HD Hotels
to share ways to improve survey completion rates.
Over the coming months, the company implemented
her recommendations in two phases:

Case Study: How HD Hotels Optimized Surveys to Boost Guest Satisfaction

PHASE ONE
Convincing guests to open, read and take
action on email survey requests is vital to
increasing completion rates. Isabel provided
two key recommendations:
• Offer surveys in more languages. Through
integration with the hotel’s PMS, ReviewPro’s
GSS solution can be configured to detect the
survey recipient’s native language and deliver the
survey in that language.
• Move the TripAdvisor collection widget. Rather
than ask for a TripAdvisor review in the survey,
hotels often achieve better results when the
request is included in the thank you message
automatically displayed after completion of the
survey.
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Results
• The survey conversion rate increased from 24.4%
to 30.8%, an improvement of 6.4%.
• The conversion of TripAdvisor reviews more than
doubled, from 8% to 18.7%.

PHASE TWO
Following the initial success, Isabel worked with HD
Hotels & Resorts on improving the email request and the
survey itself. The following changes were implemented:
Request Email
• The subject line, content and design were
optimized.
• In recognition of the large number of guests
from Holland, a Dutch-language version of the
survey was added.
• The manager’s name was included as a
salutation at the end of the email.
• A reminder email was added. This email is sent
five days after the initial request email if a guest
has not clicked through to the survey.

Case Study: How HD Hotels Optimized Surveys to Boost Guest Satisfaction
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Survey Design
• The logos were simplified, and the design was
made visually cleaner and brought up to date
with colors that change as the survey
respondent scrolls over them.
Survey Questions
The wording of the first question was changed from
‘Overall score’ to ‘How would you rate your overall
experience at our hotel?”
• The questions were reordered by department.
• The questions were changed to reflect the
services and amenities offered by each property
(for example, one property has a spa while the
others do not).

Case Study: How HD Hotels Optimized Surveys to Boost Guest Satisfaction

• Questions that solicited information already
available in the PMS were deleted (for example,
demographic information).
• The question logic was changed from open field
to multiple choice (if the answer was 3/5 or
under). This helped to gather specific feedback
about where improvements could be made.
Results
After the second phase of changes, the following
results were achieved:
• The conversion rate increased from 30.8% to
35.7%.
• The overall satisfaction score rose from 3.8/5 to
4.4/5.
30

Furthermore, the changes allowed HD Hotels &
Resorts to gain deeper insights into areas where they
could make operational and service improvements to
enhance the guest experience. The result? A 2.5%
improvement in the Global Review Index, which
means a significant boost in revenue.
“Isabel has helped us tremendously improve our
Guest Satisfaction Survey, increasing the conversion
rate and the quality of the feedback we are now
getting, which ultimately help us to better understand
our guests’ expectations and make the necessary
improvements in the required areas,” said Armando
Rodriguez, Marketing Director at HD Hotels & Resorts.

Case Study: How HD Hotels Optimized Surveys to Boost Guest Satisfaction
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MANAGING SURVEYS WITH REVIEWPRO
For ReviewPro users, there are all sorts of ways to
improve the quality and results of surveys using our
Guest Satisfaction Surveys (GSS) solution. Below are
just a few ideas to consider.

USE QUESTION LOGIC
Question Logic allows you to hide or reveal
follow-up questions based on the guest’s answer
to a question. For example, a low score in food
quality could trigger a question to find out what the
customer didn’t like about the food. This will help
you build a more comprehensive view of your
business from the guest’s perspective.
FOCUS ON PRIORITIES
ReviewPro allows you to create customizable views
of feedback for key staff members to help them
focus on their individual priorities. Further, you can
establish goals, strategies and timelines, with
easy-to-read performance metrics for tracking
progress to ensure that all employees are working
toward the same objectives.

Managing Surveys with ReviewPro
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BENCHMARKING NPS

ACTIVELY ENGAGE WITH PROMOTERS

Advanced GSS clients can benchmark their NPS
against competitors by viewing the scores of other
hotel groups that have agreed to participate in the
program at both the brand and hotel levels. Eligible
clients can activate this feature in ReviewPro under
the Settings tab and must agree to share NPS results
with other participating clients.

Promoters are your hotel’s biggest asset, so make
sure you engage with them to encourage them to
become loyal guests. Use the filters within ReviewPro
to identify and engage with promoters that could

Managing Surveys with ReviewPro
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INTEGRATE PMS DATA

PUBLISH SURVEY RESULTS ON YOUR WEBSITE

By integrating data from your PMS system with your
GSS solution, you can customize surveys and
segment results based on any PMS data you choose.
This will help you target specific types of guest for
feedback and understand which types are most and
least satisfied and why. For example, you can filter
questions and answers based on total spend,
demographics, loyalty club membership, or specific
corporate accounts.

Sharing content created by guests can be an
effective way to increase website conversion rates
and encourage direct bookings. ReviewPro allows
you to publish content from surveys and widgets
with guest ratings on your website. For example, you
can create a web page displaying your NPS score
along with your property’s core strengths identified
through sentiment analysis.

INTEGRATE WITH YOUR CRM
Another option is to integrate survey data with your
CRM platform to create rich guest profiles. For
example, track guest activities and purchases on
property and how guests rated them. You can then
design targeted marketing campaigns such as
sending emails to promoters inviting them to join
your loyalty program.
Managing Surveys with ReviewPro
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OPTIMIZE YOUR MANAGEMENT
RESPONSE STRATEGY
Use ReviewPro to set management response goals
and track performance. In the screenshot here, you
can see the hotel’s response rate separated into
promoters, passives and detractors. The property
is doing a great job of responding to detractors but
has some work to do when it comes to passives and
promoters. To evaluate the effectiveness of
responses, you can include a widget at the bottom of
management responses asking guests if they found
the response useful or not.

Managing Surveys with ReviewPro
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PRIORITIZE IMPROVEMENTS
Use ReviewPro’s impact analysis to understand at a
glance the key drivers affecting guest satisfaction and
where you need to prioritize action. Create alerts or
notifications for the areas that are most relevant to
you such as housekeeping or food & beverage.

Managing Surveys with ReviewPro

This will help improve efficiency and ensure that
you focus on the right areas. Then use sentiment
analysis, or analytics by room number, for example,
to drill down in the areas that need attention.
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BOOST HOTEL REVIEW VOLUME

MANAGE SURVEYS ON THE GO

As mentioned, ReviewPro allows you to embed a
review collection widget in guest surveys to increase
the volume and freshness of your reviews on
TripAdvisor, HolidayCheck and Google. You can also
track conversion rates.

ReviewPro’s GSS solution is also available on our
mobile app, along with access to our other solutions.
Users can receive alerts and notifications in real-time
as well as automated reports to keep your finger on
the pulse on of guest satisfaction.

AUTOMATE FOLLOW-UP WITH AUTO
CASE MANAGEMENT
With ReviewPro’s Auto Case Management solution,
you can assign cases based on specific feedback
from online reviews and surveys (in-stay and
post-stay). This will help increase staff efficiency,
ensure issues don’t go unfixed, and improve the
guest experience. For example, if a guest gives an
NPS of 4 or less, a case can be automatically created
to prompt the general manager to follow up with the
guest within 24 hours.
Managing Surveys with ReviewPro
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DO YOU KNOW WHICH ROOMS YOUR GUESTS
LOVE/HATE AND WHY?
One of the most popular new features of
ReviewPro’s GSS tool is analysis by room number
and room type function. With this innovative feature,
hotels can optimize rooms management and pricing,
detect underperforming rooms and use the detailed
insights to make improvements. For example, you
might discover that the mattress in one room needs
replaced or the light bulb flickers in the bathroom in
another room. Once improvements are made, you
can also measure the impact on guest satisfaction.

Managing Surveys with ReviewPro
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ABOUT US
ReviewPro is the world leader of Guest Intelligence
solutions, with more than 55,000 hotels in 150
countries. Globally renowned brands like Radisson
Hotel Group, Kempinski Hotels, Red Lion Hotels, and
Mèlia Hotels International rely on ReviewPro to
consolidate all guest intelligence into one powerful
platform.
The company’s cloud-based Guest Experience
Improvement Suite includes Online Reputation
Management, Guest Satisfaction Surveys, Auto Case
Management, and an innovative Guest Messaging
Hub. The tools and processes that ReviewPro
provides enable hoteliers to proactively turn guest
insight into action to prioritize operational and
service improvements, deliver better guest
experiences and increase guest satisfaction, online
rankings, and revenue.

ReviewPro’s Global Review Index™ (GRI), the
industry-standard online reputation score, is based
on review data collected from 175 OTAs and review
sites in over 45 languages. The GRI™ is used to
manage online reputation by benchmarking an
individual hotel or group of hotels, comparing
results between properties or against competitors,
and tracking the evolution of a hotel’s performance
over time.

Click here to check out our messaging video.
About Us
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WHAT WE DO

Data

Insights

Opera.onal
& Service
Priori.es

Action

Results

TMTM
GuestExperience
IntelligenceImprovement
Improvement Suite
Guest
Suite

Online
Reputation
Management

Guest
Satisfaction
Surveys*

Guest
Messaging
Hub

Case
Management

*In-stay and post-stay surveys

What We Do
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www.reviewpro.com
info@reviewpro.com
@ReviewPro

